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Genetic study on salt tolerance involving Mutants of barley

Cultivar "R-16" was subjected to nutagenesis through gamma
irradiation/ EMS and their combination treatments. Mg lines differing
in salt tolerance were utilised along with untreated control to generate
8x3 diallel crosses. The magnitude of combining ability variances
indicated a relatively prominent role of SCA variance (non additive). The
values of GCA effects indicate high breeding value of the mutant M-3 for
salt tolerance based on measuring shoot length and root length of 10 day
old seedlings.

(S.S. Patil, R.P. Sharma, Division of Genetics and Plant Breeding, UAS,
Dharwad 580005 and Division of Biotechnology, 1ARI, New Delhi 110 012,
India)

Effect of recurrent in vitro culture on somaclonal variation

Compared to inducing mutations by mutagens, tissue culture may result
in a higher frequency of mutations. We have previously reported on
segregation of morphological and chlorophyll traits in regenerants of a
Cucumis sativus inbred line. Variation among the R^ regenerants
increased about twice by a second cyle of in-vitro culture. However, the
first and second cycle of culture mainly resulted in epigenetic changes.
Among the variants only one was inherited by recessive single gene.
Polyploid-like and small-leaf type variants were not transferred sexually
but reappeared in the sexual offspring of normal regenerants. This might
indicate genetic instability.

(A. Nadolska-Orczyk, S. Malepszy, S. Belz, Department of Genetics and
Breeding of Horticultural Plants, Warsaw Agricultural University, Poland)

Biochemical approaches in identifying Mutants and duplicates in qer«
plasM collections

Traditional taxonomy and germplasm evaluations are extended by
biochemical methods, the latter being often faster and more precise.
Today we apply 4 basically different electrophoretic techniques (PAGIF,
PoroPAGE, SDS-PAGE, PAGE) and combinations thereof since each method has
its limitations, particular PAGIF and SDS-PAGE. The storage proteins and
esterases of plants yield very stable electrophoretic patterns under
various environmental conditions. The same is true for the total DNA,
split by restrictases, and separated by non-linear gradient PAGE in the
range from 120 to 4200 bp. In the potato germ plasm collection of CIP
(Lima, Peru) about 11,000 duplicates (from 15,000 clones) were
eliminated. The collection of sweet potatoes from CIP and AVRDC is under
investigation.

(H. Stegemann and A.A. Shah, Institute of Biochemistry, Biologische
Bundesanstalt, Messe-Weg 11, D-3300 Braunschweig, FRG)

The Symposium 3: "Mutagenesis" included the following review papers:
(see proceedings pages 151 - 200)

G. Ahnstrom: Mechanism of mutation induction

B. Burr and F.A. Burr: Transposable element - induced mutations
M.G. Neuffer and M.T. Chang: Induced mutations in biological and

agronomic research
M. Buiatti: Use of cell and tissue cultures for mutation

breeding
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